Given that the assumption of perfect rationality is rarely met in the real world, we explore a graded notion of rationality in socioecological systems of networked actors. We parametrize an actors' rationality via their place in a social network and quantify system rationality via the average Jensen-Shannon divergence between the games Nash and logit quantal response equilibria. Previous work has argued that scale-free topologies maximize a system's overall rationality in this setup. Here we show that while, for certain games, it is true that increasing degree heterogeneity of complex networks enhances rationality, rationality-optimal configurations are not scale-free. For the Prisoner's Dilemma and Stag Hunt games, we provide analytic arguments complemented by numerical optimization experiments to demonstrate that core-periphery networks composed of a few dominant hub nodes surrounded by a periphery of very low degree nodes give strikingly smaller overall deviations from rationality than scale-free networks. Similarly, for the Battle of the Sexes and the Matching Pennies games, we find that the optimal network structure is also a core-periphery graph but with a smaller difference in the average degrees of the core and the periphery. These results provide insight on the interplay between the topological structure of socioecological systems and their collective cognitive behavior, with potential applications to understanding wealth inequality and the structural features of the network of global corporate control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Game theory has been a popular tool for modelling decision making scenarios, with applications that vary from understanding economic market forces [1] , to evolutionary biology [2] , to political science and considerations of warfare [3] . The identification of equilibrium states is a primary concern in the field, a key notion being that of Nash equilibria [4] , which represent fully rational outcomes in strategy selection. Nevertheless, actors in the real world deviate from rational behaviour [5] .
As a consequence, extended notions of equilibrium are needed to deal with the discrepancies between real and perfectly rational behaviour, and to precisely quantify such bounded rationality. One alternative equilibrium concept is the notion of quantal response equilibrium (QRE), which is given by statistical reaction functions that satisfy certain monotony properties with respect to the payoffs of possible strategies [6, p. 10] . One possible class of parametric class of functions, which relate to the study of individual choice behaviour [7] , define the logit quantal response equilibrium (LQRE). In LQRE a rationality parameter is used to interpolate between Nash equilibria and a uniform distribution over all the possible strategies [6] . An early use of LQRE was to account for experimentally observed behaviour in choosing strategies when playing the Matching Pennies game [6, 8] . Since * sr10g13@soton.ac.uk then, the LQRE has found applications in the traditional areas of game theory, including auction theory [9] , participation games, e.g., voting [10, 11] , and theories of social learning [12, 13] . Here, we will make use of the LQRE in conjuncture with network theory.
Games on networks have had a rich history, with early research started by considering propagation of strategic behaviour in spatial settings, e.g, on lattices by considering the Prisoner's Dilemma [14] or, recently, the more general case of potential games [15] . In recent times, evolutionary games on networks have been a topic of growing interest, see, e.g., [16, 17] for reviews.
Topology can have a significant effect on equilibria of the system, e.g., scale-free networks have been found to promote cooperation in the Prisoner's Dilemma, provided that pairwise imitation is used with the probability of imitation proportional to the difference in total payoffs [18] . Other research has investigated the coevolution of internal states and topological features of networks where players are able to modify the structure by rewiring links, leading to a highly cooperative stationary state [19] , or, if cooperation is to be maintained as a viable strategy in the Prisoner's Dilemma then the network tends to acquire an exponential degree distribution [20] .
Also investigating the topological evolution of networks, the authors of [21] account for the fact that individuals are known to be influenced and biased by their social connections and thus consider LQREs for games played between agents connected via a social network. As more highly connected players are assumed to be in a better position to gather information, the rationality of players is modelled as an increasing function of node degree. The network structure is then optimised to minimise the overall deviation from perfect rationality (i.e., the Nash equilibrium), and the general result arrived at by [21] is that scale-free networks realise an optimum.
Furthermore, the scale-free topology seems to emerge independently of the games considered by [21] . Since then, the framework and results of [21] have been used in problems relating to internet routing [22] and optimising influence in social networks [23] . Here, we argue that the optimal topology to maximise rational behaviour among all players depends on the games under consideration, and in no case does it correspond to a scale-free network.
Below we show that for the Prisoner's Dilemma and the Stag Hunt games the optimum topology is a coreperiphery network, where the core consists of a low number of high degree hubs and the periphery is made up of many low degree nodes. For the Battle of the Sexes and Matching Pennies games, the optimum topology is also of core-periphery type, but there are differences in the number of hubs, as well as in the average degree of the nodes in the core and in the periphery. In all cases we provide analytic treatment and perform computational experiments to support our claims. In Section II we outline our methodology, which is closely aligned to that of [21] . In Section III we present results, with Subsection III A containing the treatment of the Prisoner's Dilemma and Stag Hunt games and Subsection III B dealing with the Battles of the Sexes and Matching pennies. Section IV concludes the paper. In this section we briefly revisit the framework of [21] . Parameter choices and the nature of the equilibria we analyse in the rest of the paper are closely aligned with [21] to facilitate comparison. Given a network, every node i is assigned a rationality λ i = f (d i ) which is a function of the nodes' degree d i . The rationality function is an increasing function of the degree, which implies that higher degree nodes have higher rationality. We consider the cases in which the function f is: linear, where f (d) = rd and r = 0.2, convex, where f (d) = rd 2 and r = 0.002 or concave, where f (d) = r √ d and r = 0.5. A two-person game is played on every edge of the network, where the nodes represent the players and links denote the games. The payoffs for any two person game can be written as in Table I . We will be considering games such as the Prisoner's Dilemma and we are interested in determining the Logit Quantal Response Equilibrium (LQRE) of the games, rather than their Nash equilibrium. Each edge has two players, labeled 1 and 2, with rationality λ 1 and λ 2 , respectively. We consider mixed strategies, where each player has two available pure strategies, labeled cooperation and defection. Player 1 cooperates with probability p 1 c and defects with probability 1 − p 1 c , and similarly for player 2. Following [6] the LQRE is determined by solving the system of equations
Alternatively, Eq.'s (1) can be written as:
where
Eq. (2) will be helpful when solving for different games. In case of the Prisoner's Dilemma, if λ 1 , λ 2 → ∞, then p 1 c , p 2 c → 0, which corresponds to the Nash equilibrium, i.e., a rational outcome. For an edge k we write the probability distribution associated to player 1 as
, and likewise for player 2. We write Q 1 , Q 2 for the probability distribution of the Nash equilibrium for players 1 and 2, respectively. For the Prisoner's Dilemma Q 1 = Q 2 = (0, 1), i.e., the rational outcome in which no cooperation occurs.
We want to quantify the extent to which the players on the network play rationally. For this, we measure the average Jensen-Shannon divergence from the Nash equilibrium over the edges:
where is the Jensen-Shannon divergence and R = (P + Q)/2 is the average of the probability distributions P and Q and M is the number of edges in the network. We refer to −ρ as the average Nash-LQRE divergence and to ρ as the system rationality.
B. Optimisation algorithm
What is the network topology that maximises the system rationality as measured by ρ or, equivalently, minimises −ρ? This is the question [21] posed, and the authors of [21] also suggested that scale-free graphs realise the optimum. More specifically, [21] showed that scalefree graphs have lower −ρ than random graphs with the same number of nodes and edges. Furthermore, an optimisation procedure that rewired a random graph to minimise −ρ gave rise to a network with a degree distribution that fitted a power-law with a R 2 correlation of 90%. There are at least two weaknesses in the argument: firstly, the optimisation run by [21] does not indicate convergence to a minimum, i.e., no plateau is visibly reached and secondly, checking through linear regression that the degree distribution fits a power-law is a poor test to verify that a scale-free topology is present, and it is more robust to perform linear regression on the rank distribution [24] .
In the next section we propose an alternative topology that minimises −ρ, and give computational and analytic support for this. To numerically obtain a network with minimum −ρ we consider the following numerical scheme. The scheme, which is similar to other optimisation schemes previously employed in the context of pathlength optimisation [25] or optimal synchronisation [26] essentially implements a random hillclimber. Start from a random graph and repeat the following operations:
1. Randomly select a node A, and one of its neighbors B.
2. The edge that links from A to B is rewired to connect A and a randomly selected node C which is not a neighbour of A. If we wish to prevent the appearance of isolated nodes, then we do not rewire away from nodes of degree one, i.e., we require d(B) > 1 when selecting B.
3. We calculate the divergence on each edge, according to (5) , in the new neighborhood of C and sum them. We compare this sum to the analogous sum computed for the old neighborhood of B.
4. If there is a decrease in the value of the sum, the rewiring is kept. Otherwise, the original position of the edge is restored and the entire procedure is repeated.
5. If we allow isolated nodes to form during the optimisation, then we regularly remove them and randomly rewire the links between the remaining nodes (akin to simulated annealing). Afterwards, the optimisation proceeds as above.
The above algorithm implies that, after a re-wiring, the rationalities of a node and its neighbours are updated simultaneously. Note that, once a node becomes isolated, it will never reconnect to the rest of network through the hill-climbing part of the optimisation. This is because a zero degree node will always increase the average divergence if reconnected to the rest of graph through an edge.
In the following section we reproduce the results of [21] for random and scale-free networks, and also consider two additional topologies, regular random graphs and what we refer to as core-periphery networks. The core-periphery network we explore can be described as having a bipartite subgraph, but, in addition, the high degree nodes, i.e., hubs, form a regular (or even complete) subgraph. See Fig. 1 for a illustration of the types of core-periphery networks we find when maximising system rationality.
III. RESULTS
We analyse four games: the Prisoner's Dilemma, the Stag Hunt, the Battle of the Sexes and the Matching Pennies game. The network topologies we investigate are: core-periphery, scale-free networks, regular and Erdős-Rényi random graphs. The scale-free networks are generated using preferential attachment, according to the Barabási-Albert model [27] . Tables II and IV show the average divergence in the case of the four games on networks that have N = 1000 nodes and M = 2000 edges. The results for the random and scale-free graphs are averaged over 100 instances, and likewise for the coreperiphery topology in the case of the Prisoner's Dilemma and Stag Hunt games. The 'game parameter' is set to β = 1.33. The choice of games, network parameters and β parameter are again consistent with [21] . We deviate from [21] by considering a more common form of the Matching Pennies that is employed in experimental setups [8] . In the case of the asymmetric games, namely the Battles of the Sexes and Matching Pennies, the game on each edge is played twice with players interchanging roles. This amounts to solving equations (1) once with rationalities (λ 1 , λ 2 ) and once with (λ 2 , λ 1 ), and then taking the average of the two divergences.
A. Symmetric games
Prisoner's Dilemma
Our results for the Prisoner's Dilemma on random networks closely match with [21] , while the results for scale-free networks are consistent but show a larger decrease than reported in [21] compared to the random case, see Table II . Next we consider rationality-optimised networks. Figure 2(a) shows the evolution of the divergence during optimisation. The numerical computations indicate that the topology of the random graph is evolving towards a core-periphery graph with a complete subgraph of K = 13 hubs, cf. Fig. 1 for a qualitative visualisation. To complement these simulations with analytic arguments we approximate the solutions to equations (1) .
The network obtained through the optimisation procedure has a divergence within 2% of the analytic estimate, as Fig. 2(a) shows. The core-periphery networks that were generated to compute the entries in Table II have a divergence that deviates less than 0.5% from the analytic estimate (in the case of linear rationality). Hence, the difference between the numerical result and the analytic estimate in Fig. 2(a) likely stems from the optimisation getting stuck in a local optimum. Selective re-wirings of a few edges could further reduce the divergence but the global network topology would still be of core-periphery type with K = 13 hubs.
The payoffs for the Prisoner's Dilemma are shown in Table III . In this case we have that a 1 = 1, b 1 = e λ1(β−1) , a 2 = 1, b 2 = e λ2(β−1) and equations (1) take the form:
We can obtain analytic results for regular graphs in which all players are characterised by the same rationality. Let p r be the probability of cooperation on a regular graph. Then, in the case of the Prisoner's Dilemma, p r satisfies the equation:
where λ is the rationality of a node. The divergence −ρ r for a regular graph with N nodes and M edges is thus given by:
The results of applying equation (8) for the different rationality functions match precisely with the entries for regular random graphs in Table II . The degree distribution for the random graph has an average and mode of d = 4, and we see that results for the random and regular topologies are close (within 2%), i.e., the regular random graph can be seen as a zero order approximation of the random graph.
Analytic results are also possible for the core-periphery graph, where the core consists of hubs with high degree (high rationality) and the periphery contains nodes of low degree (low rationality). Let p h be the probability of cooperation for a hub and p f the same quantity but for a periphery (fringe) node. For the Prisoner's Dilemma, the equations p h and p f satisfy are where λ h and λ f are the rationalities of the two types of nodes. If λ f > 0 and λ h 1, then p h 0 and this implies that p f = 0.5. So, we can approximate the probability of cooperation of a periphery node with a hub to zero order by p (0) f = 1/2 , while hubs do not cooperate, i.e., p (0) h = 0. The contribution of the edges between the high connectivity nodes in a core-periphery graph leaves the divergence -ρ largely unchanged, because the hubs are highly rational (due to their large degree). The divergence of a connected core-periphery graph with a finite number of hubs but infinite number of periphery nodes is thus given by µ = 3/4 ln 4/3 = 0.216, independent of the choice of rationality function is long as it is an increasing function of the degree.
For a more accurate picture we consider first order corrections and obtain
In a core-periphery network with K hubs each each hub has degree M/K + K − 1 and the periphery nodes have average degree d that satisfies
If the hubs are of high enough degree such that the first order corrections p (1) h , p (1) f are small, then the divergence -ρ of the core-periphery graph with N nodes and K hubs can be approximated as follows:
where −ρ c is the average divergence over the edges between the hubs, which form a complete subgraph. The average divergence of the core-periphery network with K = 13 hubs for linear rationality is −ρ cp = 0.2135. This result is close but slightly lower than the numerically computed entries in Table II . As one would expect, the approximation is better for the convex rationality function (because it extends the region in which the approximation (10) holds), whereas the analytic estimate is poor for the concave case (due to the opposite effect).
Making use of Eq. (12) Fig. 2(b) shows the dependence of the Nash-LQRE divergence as a function of the number of hubs in the core-periphery network. We can understand the dependence by noting the two competing factors in equation (12) . With increasing numbers of hubs, the number of edges in the core increases which tends to lower the average divergence. On the other hand in a finite graph, an increasing number of hubs leads to a decrease of the average degree of a hub, which makes hubs less rational, and so the divergence tends to increase. For a graph with N = 1000 nodes and M = 2000 edges the minimum of (12) is obtained in the neighbourhood of 12 hubs, in good agreement with the numerical optimisation in Fig. 2(a) that tends toward a graph with 13 hubs.
As Table II shows, the results for the average divergence of the core-periphery graph are notably smaller than results obtained for all other topologies. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the core-periphery networks lie at local minima (in the space of possible graphs) with respect to the value of the Nash-LQRE divergence. This can be seen by exploring the effects of possible rewirings.
Moving an edge that connects two nodes in the core (a cc edge) to connect another two nodes in core does not change the average divergence. Also, moving an edge that connects a core node to a periphery node (a cp edge) to connect another core-periphery pair has no effect. A rewiring that does affect the divergence involves moving an edge that lies between:
(a) two hubs, so that it connects a hub and a periphery node, i.e., moving from a cc edge to a cp edge (b) two hubs, so that it connects two periphery nodes, i.e., moving from a cc edge to a pp edge (c) a hub and a periphery node, so that it connects two periphery nodes, i.e., moving from a cp edge to a pp edge Due to the high rationality of hub nodes, an edge between two hubs has a near zero contribution to the divergence. The low degree nodes are associated with low rationality, hence they will a have quantal response equilibria that differ significantly from the Nash equilibrium. Hence, moving an edge that lies between two hubs so that it now connects to one or two periphery nodes will lead to an increase the in the average divergence.
Moving an edge that connects a hub and a periphery node to connect two periphery nodes, will also lead to an increase in the divergence, which we can quantify. After rewiring an edge that connected a hub to the periphery to now connect two periphery nodes, the divergence is:
where p d+1 is the probability of cooperation for a node in a regular graph of average degree d + 1. If p d+1 0.5, then the last three terms are approximately 2µ/M , which is larger than the term it is replacing that is approximately µ/M . Thus, −ρ w ≥ −ρ cp . In summary, any rewiring either does not change the average divergence, or increases it. So, the core-periphery topology achieves a local minimum for the average divergence in the space of possible graph topologies.
Stag Hunt
The results for the Stag Hunt game are largely analogous to the Prisoner's Dilemma. The payoff matrix for the Stag Hunt is also in Table III . We have that a 1 = e λ1 , b 1 = e −λ1β , a 2 = e λ2 , b 2 = e −λ2β and equations (1) take the form: Applying Eq. (8) for the average divergence of a regular graph to the solution of (15) again matches with the numerical computations in Table II .
If λ h is large and λ f is small then we can approximate to zero order p h = 0 and p f = 1/(1 + e λ f ). If β < 1 + e λ2 , then the first order approximations are:
The optimum network that minimises −ρ is a coreperiphery network with K = 18 hubs that form a complete subgraph. For linear rationality, equation (12) gives an average divergence of −ρ cp = 0.1485 which is in reasonable agreement with the numerical calculation in Table II, while a close match is found for convex rationality. A large difference is observed between the numerical result and analytic estimate for the concave case, due to the square root function decreasing the rationality of the hubs and, thus, approximation (16) failing.
Above we have considered rewirings in which isolated nodes were prevented. However, the observation of the emergence of a strong core-periphery structure makes one wonder if optimal networks would actually become disconnected when this constraint is removed. Hence, we consider again the Prisoner's Dilemma and relax the optimisation conditions in the rewiring of the network to allow for isolated nodes. Figure 3(a) shows the results of a variant of simulated annealing performed to optimise the network. The numerical results indicate that a majority of nodes become isolated and a certain number of hub nodes end up sharing the edges between them. If we approximate the remaining sub-graph of hubs as a complete graph, then the number of hubs is given by
The average divergence for a complete graph with K nodes is given by equation (8) the average degree is K. For M = 2000 the number of hubs is K = 63 and gives a divergence of −ρ = 0.197, which matches with the numerical optimisation in Fig.  3(a) . Of all regular graphs with M = 2000 edges the complete graph with 63 nodes has minimum divergence, which is indicated in Fig. 3(b) . For the Stag Hunt game the unconstrained optimisation leads to regular graph with N = 400 nodes and average degree 2M/N = 10.
B. Asymmetric games
Battle of the Sexes
We now consider the asymmetric games: the Battle of the Sexes and the Matching Pennies, with payoffs given in Table V. In the cases of these two games we compute the average Nash-LQRE divergence with respect to the mixed strategy Nash equilibria. For the Battle of the Sexes, we find that the average divergence with respect to the mixed Nash equilibrium, Q 1 = (β/(1 + β), 1/(1 + β)) and Q 2 = 1 − Q 1 , is much closer to zero than for the pure strategy Q 1 = Q 2 = (0, 1). In the case of the Matching Pennies games, there is no pure Nash equilibrium.
We first analyse the Battle of the Sexes for which a 1 = e λ1 , b 1 = e −λ1(1+β) , a 2 = e λ2β , b 2 = e −λ2(1+β) . Equations (1) take the form:
As equations (18) are not symmetric when exchanging players, the game is played twice on each edge, once solv- ing equations (1) with the rationalities (λ 1 , λ 2 ), and once with the rationalities interchanged, i.e, (λ 2 , λ 1 ). If λ 1 and λ 2 are small then we can approximate to zero order and obtain p Table IV . By optimising the network topology to minimise −ρ, as we did for the Prisoner's Dilemma game, we obtain the results in Fig. 4 . The divergence is minimised for a core-periphery network where the core consist of N/2 = 500 nodes that form a regular graph, and each node in the core links to a single periphery node. The degree of a node in the core is d h = 7, while in the periphery it is d f = 1. A qualitative illustration of the network topology can be seen in Fig. 1(b) .
If we optimise the network topology to minimise the divergence with respect to the pure strategy Nash equilibrium Q 1 = Q 2 = (0, 1), we obtain a regular graph of average degree 2M/N = 4 and −ρ = 2µ = 0.432 for all rationality functions. As Table IV shows, optimising with respect to the mixed strategy Nash equilibrium gives a much lower value for the average divergence −ρ, which is why we focus on this case.
We can gain analytic insight into the results presented in Table IV by writing the average divergence as:
where −ρ c is the average divergence of the core, i.e., that of a regular graph with average degree d h = 7, and −ρ f is the average divergence of the periphery, i.e., the divergence for an edge connecting a degree d f = 1 node with a node from the core. The value of α is the fraction of links that exist within the subgraph containing the core.
The rest of the links are part of the periphery. By numerically solving for the cooperation probabilities in (18) and using equation (20) , we obtain an exact match to the numerically obtained entries in Table IV . If we allow isolated nodes to form throughout the optimisation then, similar to the Prisoner's Dilemma and Stag Hunt games, the periphery nodes disconnect from the network but now a core with a strongly bi-modal degree distribution emerges. The core has N c1 = 263 nodes with degree d h1 8, and N c2 = 159 nodes with degree d h2
12. The average divergence is approximated well by (20) , where the two contributions come from regular graphs with N c1 , N c2 nodes with average degrees 8 and, respectively, 12. Numerical and analytic results for regular graphs for the asymmetric games we consider are shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Matching Pennies
Finally, we consider the Matching Pennies game with the more general payoff matrix shown in Table V. In the case of the Matching Pennies we have that a 1 = e λ1 , b 1 = e −λ1(1+β) , a 2 = e −λ2 , b 2 = e 2λ2 and equations (1) take the form:
Equations (21) are again not symmetric when exchanging players and so the game is played twice on each edge, as also done for the Battle of the Sexes. We can approximate the probabilities for strategy choice C to zero order by p 1 c = p 2 c = 0.5. If the rationalities are small then we can make the following first order approximations:
Table IV gives figures for the average divergence for different topologies and rationality functions, while Fig.  4(a) shows the results obtained numerically from an optimisation procedure to minimise −ρ. The results are largely analogous to the Battle of Sexes, with one exception: The core-periphery graph that minimises the divergence has a core consisting of a quasi-regular graph, with N c = 168 nodes with average degree d h 19, and the periphery nodes form (N − N c )/2 = 416 pairs (K 2 graphs) completely disconnected from the core. Equation (20) can be applied with α = N c d h /(2M ) 80%, and the results match with the entries in Table IV . If we allow isolated nodes to form during the optimisation, then the optimal network structure that minimises the average divergence is a quasi-regular graph with N c = 168 and average degree d h 24. Hence, the core in both types of optimisation for the Matching Pennies game has the same number of nodes; it is only the number of edges within the core that varies due to the connectivity constraint.
IV. CONCLUSION
Previous work has proposed that scale-free networks maximise the overall "rationality" of a networked system of players [21] . Here we have shown that for the Prisoner's Dilemma game core-periphery graphs, composed of a core of connected hub nodes which each link to a single periphery node, have a significantly lower average Nash-LQRE divergence than scale-free networks. This result is supported by numerical experiments and also by an analytic approximation for the divergence of coreperiphery graphs that reproduces numerical results well for all the different rationality functions considered. The accuracy of the analytic results can decrease due to the fact that in finite core-periphery graphs the hubs will always have a finite degree, and hence the approximations suffer. If no connectivity constraint is enforced during optimisation, optimal networks are found to consist of a core made up by a complete graph with all other nodes being isolated.
For the Stag Hunt game, an analogous analytic treatment of the connectivity constrained case yields qualitatively similar results to the Prisoner's Dilemma, while the connectivity unconstrained optimisation leads to a regular graph.
Further, in contrast to [21] , we have demonstrated that highly heterogeneous degree distributions do not necessarily maximise system rationality for all classes of games. Analytic and simulation results show that, for the Battle of the Sexes and the Matching Pennies games, core-periphery graphs with cores that have a quasi-regular topology minimise the average Nash-LQRE divergence. If the connectivity of the network is not constrained in the optimisation procedure, then in the case of the Battle of the Sexes a graph with a strongly bi-modal degree distribution emerges, while for the Matching Pennies game we obtain a quasi-regular graph.
We can interpret the results for the Prisoners Dilemma or Stag Hunt games in a broader way. Cooperation is naturally associated with altruistic behaviour, whereas defection can be seen as a selfish course of action. Maximising system rationality, or minimising the difference between the probability distributions and the Nash equilibria, can thus be interpreted as promoting selfish behaviour within the system. The topology that emerges is one where a core consisting of roughly 1% of the nodes in the network are part of over 90% of the connections available, whereas each periphery node is as poorly connected as possible. If higher numbers of a node in a social network translates into greater influence/wealth, then we see that by maximising selfishness in a social network most of the power ends up concentrated in a very small set of players. This result echoes present concerns regarding wealth inequality, and furthermore, a similar core-periphery structure has been found to underlie the network of global corporate control, wherein a "large portion of control flows to a small tightly-knit core of financial institutions" [28] . Our results elaborate a possible mechanism for the emergence of such highly concentrated core-periphery structures in social networks.
